
BECOMING AN INFLUENCER

The Role of Advocacy in Nutrition



WHAT IS ADVOCACY? …And why does it 
matter?



CURRENT 
ISSUES

Federal:

HR 1530: Treat and Reduce Obesity Act

Oregon:

HB 2987/SB 727: Double-Up Food Bucks

HB 2760/2765: School Meals

HB 2579: Farm-to-School

HB 3342: Plant-Based Meal Policy

HB 2593: Breastfeeding Mothers in Workplace



20TH CENTURY: 10 GREAT PUBLIC HEALTH ACHIEVEMENTS

• Vaccination
• Motor vehicle safety
• Safer workplaces
• Control of infectious diseases
• Decline in heart disease and stroke
• Safer and healthier foods
• Healthier mothers and babies
• Family planning
• Fluoridation of drinking water
• Recognition of tobacco use 

as a health hazard
MMWR, April 2, 1999

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ten minutes to make three key points1. POLICY at all levels matters to improve nutrition and ultimately public health.2. Your voice matters for advancing policy change3. There are many ways and many levels at which you can and should use your voice to impact policyPoint 1 – Reinforcing Ansley’s point about why advocacy matters:Since 1900, 25 of the 30 years gain in average lifespan can be attributed to public health efforts grounded in policy changes.  Among the ten great public health achievements contributing to this life expectancy gain, you will find, of course, policies that have led to safer and healthier foods: Our food supply today on average is much safer and far more varied – which in turn leads to greater health.  Part of this effort has included the fortification of foods with vitamins and minerals that has  prevented hundreds of thousands of cases of debilitating disease, and has done so, here is the beauty of policy, in a broad, sustainable way - by changing our environment. But as you know, the benefits of food and nutrition policy have not been equitably shared across all populations, and there are still many nutrition, food and food system challenges to be addressed.   



• Tap collective wisdom
• Reach policymakers
• Target shared values

YOUR VOICE IS POWERFUL!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This leads us to Point 2 – your voice matters!There is a great deal of collective experience and wisdom just in this room.In order to address the nutrition, food and food system challenges you’ve been talking about at this conference this wisdom needs to reach the eyes and ears of policymakers, whether they are in your local community, in Salem or at the federal level.And the communications research is clear - when we get out of our academic and practice circles, and our ideas start landing on the nightly news or on the opinion pages or in our legislators’ or local decisionmakers’ inboxes, we have a much greater chance of influencing the debate. There are great tools out to help, for example with how we plan for and develop effective messages.  We need to do our homework, understand our audiences and develop messages that build on the science and appeal to shared values in ways that make our messages stickier and more resonant with the audience we are trying to reach.Regardless of where you work - we all have different rules at our organizations about advocacy, education and lobbying and of course we need to be cognizant of those (we’ve also included a resource in your resource list for this session) - but there are many ways to share your expertise and ideas in order to advance effective nutrition policy



OPPORTUNITIES FOR INFLUENCE

•Visit your decisionmakers and 
legislators

•Write a letter to a policymaker
•Give testimony at a public 
hearing

•Write an LTE or op-ed
•Give a media interview
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And this is point #3 – these are just some of the ways you might share your expertise and impact policyWhat we don’t always realize is that on any given issue, a local policymaker or legislator may get no communication or just one or two visits, letters or phone calls.  You may feel like one person cannot make a difference but actually, you can!Similarly, I have seen town councils that were all prepared to support a public health issue and were already planning to pass a law (in this case it was a community pedestrian and bike path) and they were not able to do so because nobody had their backs, only one person showed up to the hearing, and they expressed opposition to the issue.  The specific quote, as I recall was, “we’ve had bike paths in this town for thirty years, they’re called sidewalks.”   Finally, many of us don’t think of ourselves as the kind of people who can give media interviews or write letters to the editor.  Subsequently, voices are missing.  For example, women’s voices, and voices of people of color are often absent from the opinion pages of our newspapers.  If our students can do this – these are OSU students visiting their representatives in Salem, and a student in Wisconsin doing her first media interview (LIVE no less!)  - you can too.





• Screen for Food Insecurity & connect to existing resources
• Medically Tailored Meals; Food to prevent ED use & re-admissions
• Cooking & smart shopping classes
• Gardening classes & assistance
• Diabetes clinic/pantry partnerships   
• On-site produce distributions or pantries
• Veggie Rx or CSA Rx programs
• Continue, expand SNAP match
• Food Insecurity/Nutrition Learning Communities

OPTIONS TO ADDRESS FOOD INSECURITY & 
POOR NUTRITION IN CLINICS & HOSPITALS



STATE HEALTH POLICY BODIES IMPACTING 
FOOD SECURITY & NUTRITION

• State Health Policy Board

• Medicaid Advisory Board

• Metrics & Scoring Committee

• Health Plan Quality Metrics Committee



OFB/PARTNERS FOR A HUNGER FREE STATE 
LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES 2019

• Double Up Food Bucks (SNAP Match)
• Oregon Hunger Response Fund
• Emergency Housing & Homelessness 

Assistance



KEY FEDERAL ISSUES 2019

• SNAP Work Requirements –USDA
• Restrictions & Unnecessary Regulation of Emergency Food 
(TEFAP) & Commodity Foods Programs - USDA

• Support for Child Nutrition Programs - Congress
• Watch Farm Bill implementation - USDA
• Increase in Minimum Wage - Congress
• Maintain Medicare/Medicaid Funding – Congress
• Performance Measures, EMR coding & billing codes for 
SDOH - CMS
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